


Identify the “kinds of 
disasters” to prepare for

“Tales of Survival” from 
some people we know

How to prepare a 
“Disaster Recovery Plan”

Did we “learn” anything?

Objectives:Objectives:



Acts of “God”
Acts of   

“Human Error”
Acts of “Terror”

“Disasters” come in 
three different types:



Disasters
from

““Acts of GodActs of God””



Earthquake



Hurricane



Flood



Tornado



Fire



Tsunami



Lightning



Power Outages/Blackouts



Mudslide



Snow



DisastersDisasters
fromfrom

Acts ofActs of
““Human ErrorHuman Error””



Computer Failures



Internet and Systems
Failure



Lawsuits



Tax Audits



Dishonest Competition



Bad Press



Loss of Credit



DisastersDisasters
fromfrom

““Acts of Acts of 
TerrorTerror””



Arson



Robbery



Internal Fraud



Identity Theft



Terrorism



How do you protect yourself 
and your company ??

By creating a solid and By creating a solid and 
constantly evolvingconstantly evolving

““Disaster Recovery PlanDisaster Recovery Plan””
(DRP)(DRP)



““Why do I have to do this?Why do I have to do this?””

““What really are the chances What really are the chances 
of something happening?of something happening?””

““ItIt’’s a waste of time & money s a waste of time & money 
preparing for the unknown.preparing for the unknown.””

““II’’m pretty sure wem pretty sure we’’d know d know 
what to do if disaster strikes.what to do if disaster strikes.””



““The Aftermath from The Aftermath from 
Hurricane KatrinaHurricane Katrina””





















Alfred PublishingAlfred Publishing’’ss
Survival from theSurvival from the

Northridge EarthquakeNorthridge Earthquake







































Keep in mindKeep in mind……
• Disaster Recovery Planning (“DRP”) has 

always been important to large companies, 
but is no less important to smaller ones

• As we’ve all become more (or perhaps even 
“totally”) reliant on technology, DRP is now 
“essential” for every company, regardless 
of size

• For disaster recovery to be truly successful, 
it must be viewed as a “dynamic process”
(one that changes as our world changes), 
and our DRP must constantly be 
monitored, tested and reevaluated



So, to create a DRP   
that really works,    

the individuals 
creating the DRP must 
truly be able to think 
“outside the box”…



The The ““GoalGoal”” of disaster of disaster 
recovery is simple:recovery is simple:

“To guarantee that your 
business, large or small, 

can survive “any”
internal or external 

emergency.”



We can accomplish this We can accomplish this 
by addressing three by addressing three 
““keykey”” questionsquestions……

(1) How can the company recover it’s 
most critical data and resources?

(2) How can the company resume it’s 
“mission critical” workflow?

(3) How can the company execute the 
contingency plans necessary to 
accomplish items #1 and #2 above?



Implementing a 
“Disaster Recovery 

Plan” should be 
approached in the 
following “7 steps”
using imagination, 
brainstorming and 

forethought …



““7 Steps7 Steps”” to Implementing a DRPto Implementing a DRP……

(1) Identify Your Critical Assets
(2) Evaluate a Disaster’s Impact
(3) Develop Strategies to Survive
(4) Design DRP around 1, 2 & 3
(5) Implement the Plan
(6) Train Your Employees
(7) Test the Plan



1.1. Identify Components and  Identify Components and  
Resources Critical to your BusinessResources Critical to your Business

• The most critical component in today’s 
business environment is usually financial 
and operational “data” (i.e. customer lists, 
inventory records, accounting 
transactions)

• Most of this data is recorded on electronic 
media (i.e. computer hard drives) which, 
while reliable, is not free from errors 
when exposed to heat, water and other 
elements



1.1. Identify Components and  Identify Components and  
Resources Critical to your BusinessResources Critical to your Business

• Because disasters generally occur in 
regions, it’s important your data is backed 
up often and moved far enough offsite 
from your area of original processing (think 
about the wide destruction of hurricanes).

• You can’t just rely on your computer 
system to tell you your backup was 
successful; you need to test it to make 
sure you have the correct hardware and 
software versions on backup computers.



2.2. Evaluate What Impact a Disaster Evaluate What Impact a Disaster 
Will Have on Your BusinessWill Have on Your Business

• Ask yourself: “What if the worst happened?  
How would it affect my business, my family, 
my employees and their families? Would we 
survive if the business were closed for days, 
weeks, months, or perhaps my entire 
“school music” or “holiday” season?”

• Be pessimistic and assume a myriad of 
disasters CAN and WILL happen to you; 
develop a DRP that allows you to keep the 
doors open under all kinds of possible 
disaster scenarios



3.3. Develop Business Continuity Develop Business Continuity 
StrategiesStrategies

• Develop effective business strategies by 
asking yourself critical survival questions:
• What do I do if my store is completely destroyed?

• Could I operate out of my home or from a nearby 
storefront?

• Could I quickly transport critical items, such as 
computers and inventory, to a new location, or 
can I use my home, and home computer and 
phone line?

• How quickly can I get product from my vendors, 
and on what payment terms?



3.3. Develop Business Continuity Develop Business Continuity 
StrategiesStrategies

• What if there’s a prolonged power outage?  
What if my key suppliers are shut down, 
even though I’m not?  What if all of my 
customers suffered a disaster and no longer 
needed any of my products and/or services?

• What if “all” phone lines are out and I 
can’t communicate with my employees, 
customers, suppliers or those people  
I’m going to need to help me get my 
business back up and running?



4.4. Design a DRP to Meet the Design a DRP to Meet the 
Specific Needs of Your BusinessSpecific Needs of Your Business

OPERATIONAL TIPS:

Purchase a backup generator to maintain full 
operations or critical functions, such as 
lighting, security and computer systems.

Have backup vendors in case your primary 
ones are disabled.  Set up relationships in 
advance, and maintain them by placing 
occasional orders so they regard you as an 
“active” customer when you need them; 
minimize loss by diversifying cust, prod, svc.



4.4. Design a DRP to Meet the Design a DRP to Meet the 
Specific Needs of Your BusinessSpecific Needs of Your Business

COMMUNICATION TIPS:

Maintain an up-to-date list of all employees, 
their home and cellular phone numbers, 
their home e-mail addresses, their computer 
logon IDs and all applicable passwords.

Develop an employee “telephone tree” to 
enable you to rapidly contact employees in 
the event of an emergency, and commun-
icate to your employees what their 
responsibilities are in the event of disaster.



4.4. Design a DRP to Meet the Design a DRP to Meet the 
Specific Needs of Your BusinessSpecific Needs of Your Business

INSURANCE TIPS:

Review you current insurance coverage with 
your insurance agent to make sure you have 
adequate coverage to get you back in 
business, and review/update it annually.

Beware of contents insurance; does it cover 
the “replacement” cost of your equipment? 

Know what your policy “doesn’t” cover, like 
flood, sewer backup and earth movement.

Consider “business interruption” insurance.



5.5. Implement the PlanImplement the Plan

• Planning starts at the top.  The design, 
implementation, testing and continuous 
review of a DRP are part of mgt’s 
responsibility; if you feel you can’t 
address all disaster recovery issues 
within your store, get outside help.

• The plan should be in writing, in both 
paper and digital form (i.e. PDF format) 
and should be distributed to all of your 
employees.



6.6. Train Your EmployeesTrain Your Employees
• Remember, disasters can result in a loss of 

life and a loss of valuable people who have 
knowledge and expertise of your store’s 
systems and processes; accordingly, it’s 
essential that all job tasks are documented 
in writing to allow others to fill in for those 
who are sick, injured or missing.

• Organize a system that assures each 
employee knows what staff, customers, 
vendors, bankers, insurance agents, 
accountants and lawyers they are 
responsible to contact. 



7.7. Test The PlanTest The Plan……OftenOften

• Because of our heavy reliance on computers 
to run and manage our business operations, 
it’s now considered “mandatory” to have 
either complete system redundancy or 
access to a sufficient number of computers 
in another location when disaster strikes. 

• Although regularly reviewing the DRP is 
important, it’s not enough.  Without 
warning, spring a mock disaster on your 
staff.  Make sure they can set up a replica 
data center within a few hours to prove you 
can be back in business in short order.



If and when disaster strikesIf and when disaster strikes……

Pull out your DRP and follow it.

Contact your employees and determine if 
they need any medical, financial or 
psychological support.

Organize a communication system that 
allows everyone to be in touch with one 
another.

Start the process of getting everyone 
productive and restoring operations.



In summary,In summary,
When disaster strikesWhen disaster strikes……

Assess your ability to continue business by 
creating lists of products and resources 
that are available to generate revenue.

Determine what equipment is working, 
what isn’t, and then address your most 
immediate needs (space, tel svc, inventory) 

Communicate with all of your key people 
(ins agent, banker, creditors, etc.), and 
establish an alt. postal delivery system

Pursue insurance claim and payment



DRP Resources
•• There are scores of websites on the internet There are scores of websites on the internet 

that provide free information, guidelines that provide free information, guidelines 
and checklists for DRP; simply go to and checklists for DRP; simply go to 
““GoogleGoogle”” ((www.google.comwww.google.com) and type in: ) and type in: 
““Disaster Recovery PlanningDisaster Recovery Planning””

•• But one of the best resources I found was a But one of the best resources I found was a 
5050--page document entitled page document entitled ““OPEN FOR OPEN FOR 
BUSINESS:  A Disaster Planning Toolkit for BUSINESS:  A Disaster Planning Toolkit for 
the Small to Midthe Small to Mid--Sized Business OwnerSized Business Owner””

•• You can get it at the Institute for Business You can get it at the Institute for Business 
& Home Safety& Home Safety’’s website:  s website:  www.ibhs.orgwww.ibhs.org



Alan M. Friedman, CPA
(alan@fkco.com)

91 South Main Street
West Hartford, CT 06107

(860) 521-3790
www.fkco.com


